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On thel~ide
The Ku Klux K"/an:
A _· reAJlity in ~llensburg

-·
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Krunola: A conflict ofinterest?
by Chris Mundahl
Conferences take place frequently on campus. Besides using
Courson, Munson and Muzzall
Halls, the conference center makes

- use of Kamola Hall. Kamola Hall is
also a residence hall.
Students living in Kamola
expressed their opinions on having
to share their hall with conferences.
"They should get them · out so

Changes·planned
for Veterans
A new budget could provide
") Vietnam veterans with increased
educational benefits. If approved,
the new 1981 Veterans' Administration budget will receive a 40
.1 ·percent jump in funding and $3.3
million of that will be designated
for education.
In addition to education, the
Adminstrator of Veteran Affairs,
Max Clelan, said, "The 227 billion
dollar budget request will enable
the agency to continue to give
special emphasis to the problems
of the Vietnam era veterans and to
meet the increasing needs of older
veterans."
Specifically, the budget will
include more money for veteran
hospitals and clinics to -deal with
drug and alcohol related problems,
'·' as well as increased benefits for
denendents.
VA coordinator for this campus,
Karen Krisiak, stated, "We don't
have a VA representative ... we

work directly out of the main office
in Seattle. We had a representative but he quit and due to the low
enrollment of veterans on lhis
campus he was never replaced."
She added, "We try to work
with all veterans and their
dependents in supplying services.
We provide them with information
on tuition rates and where they
can go if they need financial
assistance." She also mentioned if
a need for housing is the problem
their office can recommend places
to look for off-campus housing or
will give a referral to campus
housing.
The office of veteran affairs is
located in Edison Hall on the
second floor.
It has forms
available for veterans and their
dependents.
Veterans needing
assistance or more information on
the programs are urged to call the
campus VA office or stop in to see
Ms. Krisiak.

that more rooms can be opened for help Kamola grow.
us," said Elisabeth Eberle. ·
In the future Kamola could be a
"This is the wrong place for a complete residence hall. Right now
conference center. Great place for there is a committment to the
residential living and studying," conferences.
Paul Sayan said.
"This is supposed to be a quiet .
Whether Kamola - is opened to
dorm and to have temporary more students will depend on the
residents keeping a party attitude number wanting in.
Munson, Courson and Muzzall
disturbs the dorm. It's okay to
have the conferences here but can hold about 600 and Holister
they should have the conferences said that the conference center has
and the residents on separate halls refrained from using Kamola as
or floors," commented .Scott Page. much as possible unless no more
Jim Holister, director of ·hous- room was available.
Cinda Mortenson, manager of
ing, said that they were pleased
about the response to the quiet ·Kamola, said that if more
hall and that without committing "on-campus people want to move
any rooms, housing would try to in, they should come.and talk to us

(the residence hall staff)."
One 3tudent basically summed
up what others were saying.
"Most. of the time it works out
pretty well. Sometimes I find out
we get taken advantage of. I think
a residence hall should be a
residence hall. There is sometimes
a security problem. We don't
always know or are kept informed
of who is going to be here. Even
with some basic problems, it
works out fairly ·well, most of the
time."
Kamola is almost full at this
moment. Conference Center staff
were unavailable for comment.
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Womens Center unknown
One 'of the problems with the
Center for Women's Studies on

eampus~ according to Director
Madge Young, is the difficulty of
getting information to the students about services and events
sponsored by the Center.
With this in mind, 73 women
students on campus were surveyed to determine how many of
them had heard of the center or
knew of its programs.
The survey was conducted
·informally and involved a random
sampling of women students.
They ranged in age from 18 to 47
years of age and included graduate
and undergraduates.
Of those polled, 62 percent were
single, 38 percent were divorced.
89 percent knew there was a
Center for Women's Studies on
campus, but only 46 percent were
aware of the change in format
from a women's center to an
academic program.
_
Almost half knew where the
center was located, but only 16
percent had ever been there, 3
percent for open house last fall.
Questioned as to publicity, most
of those polled had seen information ,about lectures and pr9grams
sponsored by the center·' That
information came from various

sources. Some of the sources
mentioned were TV's Channel 10,
bulletin boards, Campus Crier, and
by personal invitation.
Dr. Young is currently working
on a newsletter which would be
distributed in much the same way
as the college newspaper.
Most of those students polled
thought the newletter would be a
good idea and would like to see a
question and answer drop box,
agenda for services and programs,
and articles on feminist political
issues included in the copy.
Other suggestions by those
polled for services at the center
include a rape relief service.
counseling group for feminists and
a lesbian support group.
More than half the women
students polled on campus (58
percent) said they would use the
center if' it offered services that
they felt they needed. Most, (84
percent) showed a real interest in
the center's program , improvements and services offered to
Central women, although only 6
percent said they would be willing
to volunteer any time to improve
the program.

Applications for
internship available
Applications for the Utah State
Historical Society's 1980 Historic
Preservation Summer Intern program will be accepted until March
15. The program will begin in May
and June 1980 and run to Sept.
1980.

IS WINTER FADING?-Although .the snow is
slowly disappearing, the mountains in the are.. still

offer good skiing for those· who want it.

Interns will work under the
direction of the society office staff
in searching and documenting
historical resources in several

Utah communities. Salaries will
be approx. $800 ~ month and
'a pplicants shouJd hold a Bachelor's
or Master's Degree or be currently
enrolled in an advanced undergraduate student in history,
architectural history, historic preservation, architecture, archeo- logy or any other related academic
program.
Applications can be
obtained in the Co-op/Intern
Office, Barge 307.
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Central's stand/

f Thursdav,
February 28 ;
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Editor's Note: The following is
the official position of Central
concerning the Ku Klux Klan.
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Recently, our university community learned about the existence of a few Ku Klux Klan
sympathizers in the Ellensburg
area. This awareness has led to the
proliferation of many rumors
concerning the activities of Klan
members and has resulted in much
apprehension and concern among
students on our campus.
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Central Christian Fellowship, SUB, Room 208, 9 p.m.
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Business and Economics Club, SUB, Room 204-205, 7 p.m.
Native American Students Club, SUB, Room 210, 7 p.m.
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ASC Movie, King of Hearts, SUB Theatre, 3, 7, and 9:30 p.m. :.
-tc
Campus Crusade for Christ, SUB Room 214, 6:45 p.m.
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Fiddler on the Roof, Threepenny Playhouse-, 7 p.m.
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Men's Basketball NAIA District Playoffs
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Friday, Febrµary 29
Fiddler on the Roof, Thx1eepenny Playhouse, 7 p.m.
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Joe Watt canyon sledding party, 10 a.m.
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CWU Women's Basketball vs. University of Idaho, Nicholson :

t
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~Pavilion, 5 p.m.

Men's Basketball NAIA District Playoffs.

Central Christian Fellowship, Grupe, 10 a.m.

:

Classic film Series, Bicycle Thief, Hertz Auditorium, 7 p.m.
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CTT meeting, SUB, Room 204 and 205, 7 p.m.
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Curbstone, SU_B Pit, noon.
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Circle K meeting, SUB, Room 204-205, 6 p.m.
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CWU Women's Basketball vs. UPS, Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.
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Papa John''s Coffee House, SUB Pit, 8 p.m.
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BOD meeting, SUB, Room 103, 12 p.m.
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Wednesday, March 5
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Study Center

~

SUB
• • • CaJ.eteria ~
seating area
will he Open.

.5:00 PM to midnight ~
on March 17, 18, 19, & 20.
FREE coffee and tea
~
for C.W.U. students
~
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Swanson Thesis Show, Art Department Gallery, 8 a.m.-5

Men's Basketball NAIA district playoffs.
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Momlay, March 3
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Men's Basketball NAIA District Playoffs.
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Central Connection, Barto Lounge, 9:30 p.m.
Last d ay to wit
. hd raw f tom c1asses wit
· h permission.
·
cwu Women's Basketball vs. Lewis and Clark College,
Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.
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Some might debate the reality
of any threat posed by a couple of
ludicrous racists. Therefore, the
university would like to reassure
all members of our community
that · we will not allow any

harrassment or intimidation occurring off campus should be reported
to the Ellensburg Police Departinterfere with a person's rights as ment as well as to one of the two
a citizen of the U.S. The people of · campus offices listed above.
Ellensburg join us in this
reassurance.
The KKK and other organizaThe racist, anti-Semitic ideology tions like it will exist as long as
of the KKK isr,abhorrent to all racial or religious prejudice and
decent and civil-minded indivi- bigotry exist. Let us use the
duals of all races. Such an ideology experience of living and learning
·has no place on a university in the multi-eithnic environment at
campus and will not be tolerated. Central to do our part to hasten
athe end of prejudice ·and bigotry.
· It cannot be denied that racial
prejudice on a non-organized,
non-ideological basis does exist in
the United States, and probably
within most communities. The
university, however, will not
tolerate any practice of racial
discrimination in any form on the
Central campus. Students who
believe they have been victims of
racial discrimination should con- by Heidi Persson
tact the Office of Minority Affairs,
Kennedy 109, or the Dean of
College students are notorious
Students, SUB. Incidents of racial
for perpetuating fads. Central
!!I
!!I
!!I
!!It=.
i.!l
students were no exception.
l!J
Streaking was the instant hit of the early 70's and the students
here adopted it as their own.
The "streaking follies of 1974"
~ established
the popularity of the
sport like nothing else could.
Hundreds of people witnessed
8
participants "bare-ing" all as they
~
streaked the SUB Pit, down the
mall and through campus.
m The "hot spot" was Bassetti's
streak alley where audiences
ru numbering 2000 watched the
parade of students streak "n foot,
8
bicycles, motorbikes, in cars and
carrying torches-sometimes to
the accompaniment of the pep
band.
The only reported Central
injury from this craze befell one
young man confined to a wheelchair. He did his streaking in a
motorized wheetchair and after
successfully romping through several dorms, hit an unexpected
bump in Wilson Hall, fell from the
chair and broke his leg.
disruption of the miss10n of this
university or any attempt to

..
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·ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS . :~

REQUIRED
ACADEMIC
.
ADVI sING
MAR c H 3-14

ALL FRESHMEN ARE REQUIRED TO SEE
THEIR ADVISORS AND OBTAIN A SIGNED
CARD (PROVIDED BY THE ADVISOR) The
signed advisor card must he presented for
admission to registration spring quarter, 1986.

BRING THE CARD TO REG/STRATI
ALL STUDENTS should make an appointment
to meet with their assigned advisors
during March 3-14.
If you don't have an advisor, contact the
Academic Advising Center in the SUB. Phone: 963-3409.

•IC*************************************-/if. ~=r::l:S:El:El:S::::S:l:l:t::::=Cl,3=:s::l:S::S:S:::S:S:::S:l:l:r:s:::!=~:s31:ci::El:S:::l:l:t::::t::::~=====l:S':~
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Alcoholism ,: The path to recovery
•

alcoholism can be cured by today's
methods in a large proportion of
In. the past it was thought.that the cases.
an alcoholic person had to hit "rock
So, the only"cure" for alcoholics
bottom" before he or she could is abstinence. It's not a case of just
accept or benefit from treatment. ~ "willpower". The alcoholic can't
Alcoholism is now defined as an- control his drinking and to achieve
illness and like other illnesses, the abstinence means a combination of
earlier it is diagnosed and treated, . mental and physical treatments.
The goal of alcoholiC$ is to reach
the better chance for a recovery·
recov~ry.
sobriety or to be co~fortable
without drinking. The first step in
In asking ••can alcoholism be achieving this goal is detoxificacured?'r the definition for "cure" tion, or safely ridding the body of
needs to t>e ' examined. If cure alcohol-sobbering up. .
means "the ability to· return to '
This can take place under
normal social drinking,'' the
·inpatient or outpatient ·supervianswer .according to a majority of
experts is no. If the definition of · sion. '
In most cases detoxifieation can
cure is "long-term 'or. permanent
maintenance of abstention'', then be accomplished in an ,o utpatient
the ' answer is delinitely, yes; situation under the supervision of
by Sheila Countryman

One of the oldest and largest
a private pnys1c1an, but the
process, however it takes place, is programs available today for
only the first step toward treatment of alcoholism is Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). AA is a
recovery.
In treating alcoholism some voluntary fellowship of alcoholic
doctors prescribe the drug, Anta- people whose sole purpose is to
buse. This drug prevents drinking help themselves and each other
because intake with alcohol causes get sober, stay sober, and mend
nausea, dizziness, violent head- their lives.
· aches and other discomforts.
Al-Alon and Alateen family
Other dr~gs can be pre~cribed to
control dIScomfort of withdrawal groups have been set up for the
and ner~ousness but they must be wives, the husbands, children and
used wit~ ~.eat care because of the friends of alcoholic ' persons.
In Ellensburg there is a
the. P?ss1bihty of transferring
Community Alcohol Center (CAC)
addiction.
' which is' oi)erated by ' a private,
· Mental treatments are neces· non-profit corporatlon comj>osed of ·
sary to, alter the behavior
the local community people·. CAC
alcoholic and help them adjust to provides outpatient counseling,
reality and face life without an referrals to detoxification centers,
alcoholic crutch . .
and inpatient alcoholism treat-

of

.Rotary sponsors study abroad;
· . f\NO ' scholarships· available·.· · ·
The .local Rotary Club will be . _·and Fidelity Union Life Insrirance
awarding scholarships to two ·· wb~ch js across fro~ Lind Hall on .·
college students in the area this . 'eighth · street. They . must be
year iimounting to over $14,000~ ' submitted ' before the end ' of
'· The D\Oney,, w.~i~h will pay for :a ,<M&l".ch. '. . .· . . · · . _· , . :
year of ~udy abroad, Js 'a~~ilable · . Al Stevens., an ·insurance: agent ·
to ·both graduate .and undergrad- . of Fidelity .Union, is the chairman
· uate stud.ents; .
. .·
. ·. . oHhe scholarship commltt,e. "I~'s
· The :Rotary Club is a : service abnost a blank check,'~ he· said~
organization of businessmen which ...And the · only thing we ~k in
· is international in scope. The . return is that . the student come
objective of the scholarships is to · back and tell us how . it was." ·
promote mternational understand'There will be personal ' inte~
ing. The students who receive the views conducted by a three man
a~ards are reqUired to study committee. on a weekend aroun9
abroad in a country which has a .the first of May and the winner .
Rotary Club. There are · clubs i,n will be announced at a Rotary Club
153 countries. .
convention in Canada the end of
Applications for . the scholar- ·. May.
ships are available in the offices of
Some requirements of interf'!st
financial aids, special education, to applicants include "th~ under-

graduate must be unmarried" and
the age cutoffs are 28 . for the
·graduate student ,and 24 .for .the
undergraduate. '
' '
For additional information con"' ·
tact .Al Stevens at home· (925-2765).:
or at Fidelity Union Life (925-4n6)
or the above meniioried o~ces on .

.lJ:f ~NG DIFFERENT
·Extraordinary Opportunities~ ·for ·some
·thuig completely ' different ai:eavaiiable now.
We might have .30mething exciting, . challen~ng, .
·and ·spetjal for y~u..•. depending~ on ~your m:ajor, your talents.
and your 'interests. How about liv:ing on. a :ship or a: 'sqb
marine. · Sound 'intriguing? Gr~at!
· ·
·

·HelP- prevent
·birtli defects·
SUPPORT

~

MARCH
OF.DIMES

ment centers (over 20 centers in
Washington), plus acquaint the
the alcoholic with Alcoholics
Anonymous. CAC also provides
cc;>mmunity education for schools,
clubs, churches and other groups
on Alcoholism.
Since 197.3 over 500 persons
have been served by the Community Alcohol Center.
A halfway house is a place
:where a recovering alcoholic
individual can live.for a while as he .
rebuilds his new life.
At all of these part-time or
full-time inpatient services, the
patient can continue participation
in therapy; obtain proper food,
learn how to make and keep
friends, recapture or develop work
abilities and increase community
contacts..

\ Drop by the!Placement · Center on
3-4 ·arid talk with us. Or call collect:

{206) 442:-5700.

·

·o PENHOUSE
Sunday, March 2 From 2 - 6 pm
4 miles Ea~f on/ the OLD VANTAGE HIGHWAY
For more information call

925 - 4025

cquet Club
TENNIS COURTS
SAUNAS
RACQUET .BALL
.COURTS
AND MUCH,·
~MUCH;

MORE,

COME SEE WHAT ·
WE HAVE TO
OF.FER ·vou !
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Co1nntentary
The KKK

The public's right to knoW
Today's media has often been in this sort of thing who would be
saddled with the monumental task offended by the very printing of
of being the number one distri- the contents of the article (namely
butor and informant of pertinent minorities, Jews and Communists)
issues to the general public, a task and the ultimate effect it would
have on the immediate comthat has not been easy.
Amid criticism concerning deli- munity, were tossed back and
berate sensationalization of news forth by some individuals.
Since the issue ·of the KKK
stories by the press and television,
threa ts of lib·31 suits, and charges existence has gone public, the
of misquotation, the media has question of what does it mean to
weathered the storm and has have one here has been posed to
continued to adhere to one of its m-e numerous times.
Admittedly, up until now, KKK
basic journalistic principlec-believing that the people have the has always been an uncomfortable
basic right to know and subse- p~rt of my black historical roots,
quently, disseminating knowledge one aspect many blacks (including
to them so that they may know. myself) would like to forget.
I can remember sitting on my
However, sometimes a conflict
of interest arises in our desire to gteat grandmother's knee, wide
keep the readers best interests in eyed and spell bound, as I listened
to her recount various horror
m·nd.
.
·
For example, a recent interview stories of the KKK. She explained
with the Ku Klux Klan was (in gory details) how they rode
conducted by several Crier staff through her small Arkansas town,
mem b.ers, and immediately a burning and raping black women
controversy arose as to whether to and lynching black men. .
run the article.
I can also remember the fear in
Questions as to whether the her eyes as she told about not
public would really be interested being able to go out at night and

how she was subjected to
continual abuse from KKK males.
The straw that broke the
camel's back and forced her to
leave the racist system of Jim
Crowism and KKK dominance,
was when she discored that the
first words my mother ana aunt
learned to read were "White .and
Colored".
After the Civil Rights Movement, I had concluded (like. many
others) that the Klan was dead or
a largely ineffectual organization, I
had surmised (incorrectly, I might
add) that if the Klan did exist it
was only in the deep South and I
certainly would never come in
contact with it. Needless to say, I
was wrong.
Yes Virginia, _there is a KKK.
They have been steadily recruiting
in town and even on campus (a fact
they elJ!phatically deny. However,
I have evidence to the contrary).
While they claim to want to live
peacefully in this town, their
violent history of terrorist tactics
and intimidation of black males
through . physical attacks and

verbal abuse preceeds them.
Some .black Central m:ales have
already been subjected to them in
the last four months or so.
Unfortunately, the Klan and
other racist organizations have the
right to exist as long as they stay
in ,the legal bounds of the la~ .
To insure that they do so, I have
contacted the Yakima National
Association for the Advancement
of- Colored People. They in turn
will contact black organizations in
the state.
.
This action I hope, will pressure
the "powers that be" into
launching a legal investigation into
the KKK and their tactics and to
consequently assure legal protection for every group the K!an is
against.
·
What do i think about the Klan's
viewpoint on blacks and others?
Their infantile allegations, gross
spreading or" stereotypical viewpoints (none substantiated with
any coherent shreds of facts or
evidence) are beneath my dignity
as an intelligent human being and
black person · to consider or

byLizLane

respond to but I would like to close
with the following thoughts.
The ,.consensus here among
blacks is that they will not be
intimidated by any means. We
will continue to live in Ellensburg,
go to school here, shop and go
anywhere we choose to.
. We fully expect that our
constitutional rights (states and
federal) and our rights as first
class citizens will be upheld and we
will continue to strive to have our
rights protected if necessary. In
short, we are here to stay.
In retrospect, the very . existence of the Klan in Ellensburg
shows the minorities and the free
thinking intelligent white populus
in £own and on campus that we.
can no longer be complacent about
the KKK. Their beliefs are not
harmless, as many have been lead
to believe.
It has often been said that
history has a way of repeating
itself. It is my h.)pe that history of
the Klan will not repeat itself here.
Only time will tell.

by~Breer

Journalistic ac~uracy and tenured professors
There has been a call by Dr.
Charles Stastny.for the CRIER to
assume a responsible and credible
role by "careful attention to
accuracy, basic fairness of apprc:>ach and assertion of genuine
independence of outlook."
Though I have never agreed
with the basic stand taken by Dr.
Stastny in defense of his absences
and attitudes, I agree most
whole-heartedly that . the CRIER
does need to ta~e . up unswerving
accuracy in dealing with both news
stories and opinion. His second
point, the matter of fairness of
approach also needs a great deal of
emphasis in the CRIER. ·
These problems are natural ones
that arise within · every newspaper. Editors across the country
are constantly insisting that their
reporters come up with the facts
and not with opinion or the color of
their own minds. It is not an easy
concept to follow. The strength of
personal opinion is . not easy to
sway and be rid of-but .even i
within the CRIER, we do attempt
to be fair and explore both sides of,
a given issue.
Now let's be candid and call thf'
shots where they are; One of the
problems with the CRIER is that it
is not a full-time newspaner. It is_
!:;;

put together by journalism students who, for the most part,
finish everything else that has to
be done and then come to work on
the CRIER. These times come at
the end of the day, or at the
beginning, but they are not the
times-when the human spirit is at
apex.
A second bone of contention is
the point upon which you're
standing. From my singular and
student's point of view, I was
appalled when some months ago I
lear.n ed that one of Central's
professors had journeyed to
Hebrew University-obviously for
academic reasons-but had not
returned in time to begin the
quarter's instruction. I was
unflinchingly sure that this was
wrong for I had come to the
university to learn, and at least
under the present concept of
teacher-pupil relationship, one
cannot learn without the teacher.
I was happy and. content that I had
not enrolled rn one of those
· political science classes ~o find it
h.ad been cancelled. Sm~e thlJ,t
time, I have had to modify my
feeling in light of new things that
have come out of the Stastny case.
One could become convinced
that Dr. Stastny did not receive a
fair shake. We will likely never

ermer
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know just what the real feeling
toward the profe_ssor was within
his own department. To a man,
they all voted to punish' him for his
activities. Was he simply being
ostracized for his attitudes toward
app_roval and disapproval of leaves
of absences? Were certain · bodies
hasty in concurring that the
profe~sor · should
face some
sort of charges?
Were some
stu_dents hasty in defending
Stastny simply on principle, rather
than on performance? These are
all questions that could be readily
answered with hindsight_.but
unfortunately we do not· have that
valuable potency when dealing
with matters the first time~ With
that same hindsight, Dr. Stastny
would likely not have placed
himself in danger. In the words of
one faculty member, this all
appears to be the old "labormanagement conflict."
We in the CRIER have a lot to
learn; that is after all, why ·we are
here. The act of tossing a tenured
professor· out on his ear does not
occur just everyday, therefore I
feel sure that there are those in
the faculty and administration who
also have self-doubts about the
dismissal of Dr. Stastny.
But beyond all that, the
university is still here. It did not
fold up and die. That fact seems to
signal the strength of the system.
Doubtless the most democratic
event on this campus would be the
honoring of the most outrageous
request that could emanate from
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an individual, but the university examine one cogent fact. In the
cannot be that d~mocratic, and words of publisher John Ludtka,
frankly I'm glad the admini~tra "It's not hard to kill somebody
tion is looking out for my welfare . . when you have the only gun _in
town."
Pray they keep doing so.
But the CRIER and the
administration both need to _

The party's over

.Sigh. . Well, it's all over. No when I could recite all the
more screams, cheers, tears, glory commercials from memory and felt
or singing and dancing in the that I could match the athletic
streets for four more years. Once achievements of anyone at Lake
again the Olympics have come and Placid. Anyone who knows me
gone and I am left with my usual would laugh at the thought of me
case of mild dejection and visionus wobbling around the ice or sliding
glassus, more commonly known as down the hill with a ski pole
wrapped around my neck. The
glazed eyes.
As one who has 'been critical of truth always hurts.
others for watching too much
I wonder .though, what it
television, I have found myself
once again the ultimate exception actually feels like to have
competed in the Olympics.
I
to my own rule of moderation.
Having watched all but three cannot imagine anything that
hours of the coverage of the would compare with it. Even
Winter Games, I feel like an infant those who go on into professional
who has had his bottle or blanket sports and perhaps become chamtaken by some well intending adult pions, it would be a different sort
who does not want me to have too of thing solely because they are
much of a good thing. Maybe it is making their living with it rather
just as well, for I was to the point than doing it just for the joy of
where I could not get excited - doing it.
about the United States-Soviet
There is an extra pride in
Union hockey game after seeing
the twentieth replay of the being an Olympic athlete, for that
person is representing not their
winning goal.
I knew I had seen too much home town or state especially, but
their country. More people have
an interest in how you do and will
pat you on the back when you do
well and hurt with you in your
disappointments.
But when it is all over and the
athletes are no longer in the
spotlight, what happens then?
Some retire, others turn pro and
-".?W
yet others will continue in the
amateur-arena, maybe to compete
in the next Olympics. Right now,
though, I wager that there is going
to be a period for looking back and
wishing that is was not over, a
period '>f pondering.
Not for long, though. There are
-things to be done now, the next
hurdle-. At least until next time,
when I will once again sw~t
Main
anyone who tries to tamper with
925-5539
the television in the name of
moderation.

'INDEPENDENT AUTO REP.AIR
603 North

by Steoo -W~man ·
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Arts and Entertainntent
Music

English rockers re1ne1nbered
By Eric Gleason
I would like to take this time to
remember some old friends from
England. From 1970 to 1979 they
combined classical music and rock
to fuse a unique form of musical
1
expression.
Their last album,
Love Beach, was to be the end of a
musical career for them and a start
for those who would follow their
style.
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer
appeared on the musical scene in
America in 1971 with the release
of their first album entitled
Tarkus. The three member group
was totally unknown in this
' country, but the musical combination of a wide variety of
instruments and lyrics was to gain
them world recognization.
After low records sales from
their first album and the critics
axe, it seemed that a miracle
would be needed to bring the
" group back on its feet.
That

miracle came shortly after their
first release, with another album
entitled simply Emerson, Lake,
and Palmer. The album contained
the group's first sucessful hit
Lucky Man, a song that shall long
be remembered.
In 1972 the group released two
more albums. The first entitled
Pictures at an Exhibition based on
the classical work of Mussorgsky
and their first live album and
topped off with their version of
Nutcracker Suite Entitled Nutrocker. The album was laced with
stunning keyboard work by
Emerson and lyrics by Lake. The
second release that year, Trilogy,
was released and with it, the
groups second hit entitled From
the Beginning.
In 1973, the musical direction of
the group changed as will the
group's label. With several
European and American tours
begind them they had received the
acclaim that they had worked so

On ·Film

Cult film hits campus
In a world where the mad are
wise and the wise, mad, French
director Philippe de Broca creates
an anti-war statement through his
movie King of Hearts.

4

Now a cult film among college
students, the 1967 French farce
conveys the premise that mad
people are sane when compared
with sane people who kill each
other.

a·

The story takes place during
World War I in a French town
caught between American and
German lines.
The retreating
• Germans plant a time bomb in t he
town square, preparing to explode
it when allied troops arrive.

•

when a Scottish soldier (Alan
Bates) is ordered is dismantle the
bomb, he finds the only inhabitants left in the deserted town are
inmates of a lunatic asylum.
The nuts, dressed like generals,
courtesans and acrobats, take over
the town. Private Bates joins the

hard for . That same year the
group released Brain Salad Surgery which provided their fans
with more of a rock music punch.
From this album came two hits for
the group. First, Lake's love song
Still ...You Turn me on and the
group's First Impression. The
second selection draws on the
talents of both Emerson's touch at
the keyboards and the percussional effects of Palmer.
Several years later the group
was to make an appearance at a
celebration that the people crowned C3.I ifornia Jam. ELP presented·
the thousands with some of the
best visual effects ever seen and
topped the evening off with a light
and laser show. If that wasn't
enough.Emerson rose from the
stage and demonstrated the
so-called flying piano.
Three years went by and not
much was heard from the group.
Rumors started floating around

that the group had broken up as no
tours had been scheduled and
there was no news of an upcoming
album.
Then, in 1977 the group released
Works volume 1 and added a new
concept to music form. The fourth
side the three members came
together to lend talents to Fanfare
for the Common Man andLake's
version of another time entitled
Pirates.
The groups reasoning for such a
move was to allow each member a
chance to show off their own form
of musical expression. On the
first cut, Emerson is backed by
London Philarmonic Orchestra to
produce a mixture of a rich, yet,
surprising approach to classical
music. On the second cut · Lake
makes several attempts to come
up with a great love song but falls
short. The last individual cut, is
by Palmer who displays his
talents, ·and one selection is

assisted by Joe Walsh. Palmer,
voted best drummer in past
Playboy music polls, has also been
awarded best on the drums in
Europe several years in a row.
Later ·that same year the group
released Volume 2 and again the
critics f"Xpressed their displeasure
with the new album.
In an interview with Lake
shortly before the release of their
last album, he· said that touring
had become highly expensive for
them. With all the equipment they
dragged from concert to concert
and low ticket sales, they were
actually losing money on the tour.
"It seems that we all want to go
our own separate ways and work
on our music. The last album
we'r~ doing is purely for fun."
ELP introduced a new musical
technique and left ·their mark on
the musical industry. As for their
music, it speaks for itseH.

Tonight: King of Hearts

lunies as a safety measure. When
he calls himself "King of Hearts,"
they crown him their long-awaited
ruler.
.At the last minute, Bate~ finds
and dismantles the bomb. The
regular inhabitants are locked up
in the asylum.
Bates is decorated for the
successful mission but when he is
ordered to blow up a town, he
chooses to return to the comparative sanity of the inmates by
appearing naked at the asylum
gate.
De Broca, who specializes in
farce, has kidded bedroom antics
in The Five Day Lover,parodied
the great chase movies with That
Man From Rio and in his only cult
movie, toys with the lunacies of
war---a popular subject of controversy among . young Americans
today.
The film can be seen today in the
SUB Theatre at 3,7 and 9:30 p.m .

AIR FORCE

PLACEMENT- INTERVIEWS will be March 6
' in the SUB ( Kachess · Rm. ) Stop by, '
or contact Ed Hoffer at 28 S. 2 nd. St. ,
Yakima WA 98901 or coll collect
248-2030.
March 6 SUB Theatre
3:00, 7:00, 9:30 p.m.
Admission $1.50
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Ku Klux Klan •• A thing of the past?
Amid the numerous Ku Klux Klan rumors running rampant on
campus, there seems to be a thread of truth. The Klan, no matter how
small or large, does exist in Ellensburg.
According to one of the leaders of the local group, it is planned for
Ellensbur11: to be the main KKK site for the state. From here, the grpup
will branch out into other areas in Washington.
·
The southern-originated group is based in Louisiana, where their
Grand Wizard, David Duke resides. Duke is apparently an "intelligent,
articulate and charming" person, who is advocating a non-violent
approach for the Klan.
The CRIER was recently ,;ranted an interview with the three local
leaflP-rs ol the Alan, Garnett "Goliath" Moore, Washington state
orga11izer;L.D. Arnold, Idaho state organizer; and Jim Ludacka,
Neb•.i!-.1!.~~- state organizer.
In a telephone conversation with the KKK National office, the
authenticity of Moore and Arnold as state orgainizers was confirmed,
but Ludacka was listed only as a member. All three do intend, however,
to make Ellensburg their home.
The following is from a taped interview with these three members of
,he Klan. The interview has been transcribed from the original tape and
appears ver batum.

yellow, whatever, that's what we're saying. We don't want violence. If
someone hits me, I'm going to hit them back. But if I can sit down and
talk to this person, I will try. We don't want violence. That is the last
contention that we have, we do not want it.

CRIER-Can you give an estimate of how big it is nationwide'?
Arnold-It's worldwide.
Moore- We have O\- er seven million members ... we have other
memberships like in Austrailia, Germany, we don't know how many
members is in that. We don't, personally, the National office does, but in
the United States alone, we have over seven million members.
Editors note: In a telephone conv~rsation with the national KKK
. office in Louis;ana, it was reported that the membership of the KKK is
"into the thousands" but that the number seven million was a "gross
exaggeration."
CRIER-How long have you been in Ellensburg'?
Moore-About four and one-half months now.

CRIER-You're with the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan and not the
lwisible Empire.

CRIER-Then this is just a recent move here in the Ellensburg area'!
Moore-Sure.

.\loore-The Knights of the KKK and the Invisible Empire are the same
jll'(-.µle. We have our national office in Louisiana but the Knights of the
h.KK, we are I he original KKK and the Invisible Empire, we're all the
sa111c.

Tlw meaning of the Invisible Empire is, it's a grouµ of white people

fighting for the rights of the whites to clarify and purify the white race,
hert'fore making them invisible to all people other than white people.
~.. the invisibility stands. If you're black, if you're yellow, if you're red,
you cannot become part of the Invisible EIIJpire because you're not
white. But it doesn't mean that white people are any greater or are on
' a.ny higher level than any other people. It just means that we believe
that our race has problems and we wan.t to _Purify that race.

Moore-Well, it's just another part of the northwest, that's all.
Ellensburg, Seattle, Ritzville, Spokane, we have a map and we're
covering it, that's all it is.
CRIER-Are you directly affiliated with the nationals, do you hold rank
in the nationals'!
Moore-No, we're not national members. We are organizers for each
state.
CRIER-Do you have a rank in the state'!
Moore-'I am the Sargent-at Arms of Den 91-4, Kell~gg" ldaho. This man
(L.D. Arnold) is the organizer for that state of Idaho, this man (Jim
Ludacka) is from Nebraska, I am the organizer for Washington. We arc
what we call the 91-4's.
CRIER-Do you personally move around to each of the cities to establish
klans'!
·
Moore-Wherever we see a need for membership enrollment or any type
of help that the klan can aid with the white people in, that's where we try
lo be.

CRIER-Can ·you tell us what your philosophy is'!

CRIER-Do you think there's a need in Ellensburg'!

Ludacka-The Christian belief of the western culture, the Constitution
of th~JJ.nited .S.tat~s.• (the or:iginal constitution) freedom, free enterprise
system, the fight against reverse discrimination, stuff like that.

Moore-Oh yea, there's two communist parties here. There's the
communist regime ... that has over 200 members and they meet every
week and I know a lot about them, I've really checked them out. And
there is the communist work party here. They have a large membership
here.

Moore- We are, (and always have been since we became the Knights of
the KKK) we are a non-violent, non-profit organization of white people
who are fighting to purify the white race. And that's our whole meaning.
CRIER-What is your definition of purification of the white race'?
Moore-Getting our white people to realize that white people, they are
the leaders in the western civilization, that we are the basic leaders; the
people who started it all, we believe this. Not to say that people like
Adolf Hitler and any other white people who are killers are here who
mass murder people.
We're talking about white people who have worked hard, they've lived
hard and played hard, who have decent minds, who've thought good
thoughts about things, who've tried their best to make this country
good. Thai.'s what. it's all about, that's what we're trying to get the white
µeople back Lo, is t.o get their heads out of the sand and get them to raise
up and realize that. white people, still, they're good people.
There's a lot. of bad whites, no doubt..- There's a lot of bad whites in the
KKK, no doubt. Because in an organization as large as this, you're not
.;oing to have everybody is not going to be good, you're not going to have
: hat . But the basis behind it and the original meaning is what we're
>I riving for, is to purify the white race. To get the white race to realize
we don't need violence, we don't need death, all we need is a good, sound
reasoning. Sit. down and talk about it, get it worked out between white
peoplt· first, so white people can go out and teach other people, teach the
blacks. teach t.he Jewish peopl~. teach the yellow people so they'll
understand where we're coming from. How can we teach anybody if
we're not ready ourselves'?
That's what the whole membership drive for purification system, get
the white people to wake up to what's going on, what they're doing to
themselves and what the blacks, the yellows, the reds are doing to
themselves and it's all coming together and everybody's starting to fight
each other in discrimination, we don't need this type of thing.
CRIER- You're looking for racial autonomy'?
Ludacka-Racial separation between the races.
Moore-We do not believe in mixing people. We believe that black
people, white people, red people , yellow people, whoever, have the right
Lo progress and the ability to progress on their own levels. Not saying
white is above black, not saying black is above yellow, we say ·that
everybody has their own levels and they produce and prQvide
everything in their culture, in their heritage.. .individually. Black, white,

CRIER-By whom?

CRIER-You said that if we went to war with Africa...

Arnold-The communists.

Arnold-Yea, the niggers would shoot us in the back, all right'? I'll just
put it like that. I've talked to them about communism and they say
there's no such thing as communism. If everybody lived in a
communistic society, we'd all be equal. nobody would have anything
better, ... Now, who'd want to live like that? I mean, that's a sick way of
living.
Every race should be in it's advancement...but the whites themselves
are, everything they have built and designed is being destroyed... took it
from them and gave it to the lower minorities. If Vietnam was so smart,
if they're so smart, why can't they revolution their country themselves,
to make it a free society instead of always depending on us'! If these
people in _the other nations arr_so smart_ why don't they get their heads
together instead of having to have our support?
If the United States pulled in all its dollars, every foreign country
would go belly-up and that's what this country needs to do... I'm an ugly
American. I've been told thatJ 've beeI... hassled by the communists, so
fine, I'm going to show them how ugly I am ...all these people against this
B-1 bomber and all this stuff, this anti-war· demonstration
communism-big part of communism, weakening our defenses. These
people who don't want to go_into the.. military because of the draft,
women, if women want this ERA amendment, then I think they're
eligible to go into the draft and they want to be better than a man and
they, themselves, they're a minority of their own sex, right'? ...

CRIER-Is there any reason for Ellensburg'?

i

Arnold-In order to be a member, you have a choice of being a quiet
or secret person and you'd never know who that person is, so you'd
never know where the lnvisible' Empire is at. They could come and go
and they could be in one spot for 50 years and do nothing 'ti! one day it
comes up...Why can't the white fight for their rights if the blacks can get
everything given to them...What do they want'? I'm not ' going to give them nothing.
If they want rights, they can go out like any other man, I'm not saying
a white man, but they can go out and work for what they want. Nothing
was ever given to me, nothing will be. So, they're wrong for standing
and screaming, well, we're discriminated against. If they're so smart,
why didn't they build a boat and come over and get whites, make them
sla"'.es. Now, that's just it.

Arnold-The Japanese shoot us in th~ back? You bet.

CRIER-It has nothing to do with the black population on campus?
Moore-There are some black members from the campus in these two
communist parties, but,. ..our main objective here is not the black people,
it's not. the communist people. Our main objective is first, to instate (sic)
the white people here into realizing what the KKK has to offer them in
purifying them as white people. Then, secondly, we're not against .
anybody, especially the black people.
Nowhere in our literature, nowhere in any of our tapes, nowhere in
any of our discussions do you hear us use the word "nigger". To me, I
know a lot of white people; if I wanted to use the word nigger, that are
!Pore nigger than any black people I ever met. The color of the skin does
not make a person a nigger. It's how you are inside, the type of mind you
have, the type of heart you have,. .. how you believe as a person, how
you use your mind and how you use the things you have about you to the
best of your abilities.
So, I want to make it clear that the Knights of the KKK, in any part of
the country, especially in this part of the country, we have nothing
against the blacks, especially the black college kids. We know they're
here for one reason, to get an education, and that's it...
CRIER-Do you see that as important'?

(,

Moore-One thing that makes the Knights of the KKK look bad in the
eyes of the average American oerson is cross burnings. You hear stories
about the Klan, years ago, maybe even now, burn crosses in people's
yards ... first of all, let me defn1e the rvason we burn crosses.
We have never, to my knowledge since I have been affiliated with the
klan or have known anything about the klan and I have a long history of
relatives that were in the klan in the deep south, back east, all over. I've
never known of crosses being burned in )ieople's yards to signify a death
pact being sealed or something being... a predestined to some violent.
act...it. is a ceremonial pact, a purification ...
Ludacka-What it stands for: is the ligh mg up of Christianity. It doesn't.
stand for death or nothing.

.,

(.,

Arnold-Scottish klansmen done that. for purification of the race.
Moore-One of the oldest tricks in any history, is if you take two groups
of people, one group of people i re black, nne group of people are white.
Let's say the white group sees the black group over here, or the black
group sees the white group as oppressing one another or whatever, then,
it is a good possibility that one or the other of thl)se groups will want. l••
present themselves as that r-.irticular ~roup.
Say the black opposes the white by burning crosses or the white
opposes the black by burning crosses, making threatening phone calls,
putting literature on doors, that is the oldest trick in the book.
The thing is, we are too larg of an org-nization to be running around a
college campus where it doesn't have any meaning. To go out here and
to burn a cross or try to intimidate or harass black people or white
people who are having any type of relationships with black people.
That'd be stupid for us to... c
CRIER-Are you planning any rallies here and when'?
Moore-Sure. We don't know when ' right at the moment.
probably be after it warms up. Say, in mid-spring.
CRIER-Where do you plan

~n holdin~

It will

them?

Moore-Hopefully, we can hold some here al the college. If we can't,
we'll try to hold some probably, one of the bars. We don't know yet. .. we
had plans for the University, but right now...
Ludacka-Not putting down Adolf Hitler or nothing, Adolf Hitler was a
member of the Nazi party, Fuhrer, but his maln goal was to get rid o.
communism in Europe and tn .do that, Le had to go through the Jews
cause they run, NBC is run by a Jew, CBS and ABC, the three largest
newpapers in the United States. The New York Times, the Los Angeles
Journal.
(.

Moore-Seventy-five percent of President Carter's aides dating back to
Lyndon Johnson were Jewish, so where does this leave us as people?

Arnold-.. .! talked to blacks and they said if we ever went to war with
Africa, they'd turn on the whites and shoot them in the back. And I
asked them why, cause see, ourselves, we're the ones that made them
slaves .. .It's true the slave ship only made one trip and they go and pick
up a hundred slaves, maybe fifty.

Arnold-The NAACP, the first seven founder of it were Jews.

CRIER-You said they'd shoot us in the back, the Japanese and the
Chinese didn't do that to us in WWII.

-

t.

Ludacka-What the American governm,ent is doing, there is so muchcommunist-Jewish-zionist influence in t ile American government right
now in the White House, is they're taking all the American interest that
should in. this country and sendin' it to Israel, to Menachem Begin which
is the biggest terrorist this side of t hl( universe, to me. I mean, hE
massacred the Arabs, pushed the Lebanese out of Israel, pushed therr
into Pakistan... Oil companies are pushing against solar heat. Everything
they got, is goin' against solar heat and that's the last energy we got.
Moore-The master plan to take over the universe.

CRIER-How do you keep everybody separate?
Arnold-In Israel they put an ad in the paper eveyday, "Do not
intermarraige." You've got to be pure Israelite, pure Jewish to
immegrate to Israel and they put ads in their paper over there not to
intermarraige and they come over here and force it on the United States,
on the white people of this...on the free enterprise system through the
media, "Different Strokes," a TV show and throu~h the "Roots" program
by Hailey, that was about as farce as Show White ~anci the Seven Dwarfs
because they weren't brought over from no Gardf:n of Eden in Africa.

Ludacka-I'm not against what Hitler did.. Hitler, he massacred a lot of Moore-Africa was enslaving their own people at this time so our
people, but in today's media you do not hear what the communism, what slavery over here...l'm not trying to justify slavery because I don't
the communists in the Russian death camps are still doing to people.
believe in it at all ... but the slavery in Africa was so intense ans .so
You don't hear about them in the media nowadays. I mean, that's why mind-bending and such a physical and forceful thing that when the black
they want to have the Olympics over in Moscow, to propagandacize (sic). people were brought into slavery in this country it was a step up from
their own slavery.
Moore-In no way do we want the Knights of the KKK affiliated with the
There's so much that white people failed to think about and failed in
American Nazi part, non whatsoever, we don't have any beliefs the same inspect and failed to read about and failed to check in their own history
as they do.
that they don't even know what they are saying. That's why the white
people are so easily disillusioned by blacks or whatever into believing
Ludacka-I'm just saying Hitler wasn't all bad cause they're still using that it's right for black people and white people to live together, to have
his transportation system in Germany which is the best transportation sex together. I don't believe that, the Klan doesn't believe that. We
system in the world. They still use his medical system. They still use his believe that everyone should live and prosper on their own level. And
-schooling systems. He invented the Volkswagen. He was the maker of that doesn't mean living in a house with blacks and whites. I don't
believe in that. The Klan doesn't believe in that. ·
first jet airplane, the first missile, I mean he was smart, but he just did
I've got black friends right here in this town. In fact, I've got two black
the wrong thing .
friends in this area, and when they come around me, I treat them just
like anyone else. I don't look at their skin. I look at the person. I have
Arnold-He was a madman in a lot of ways.
quite a few Mexican friends in this town.
Ludacka-He went mad after awhile.
Moore-I don't give a dagone who you are, or how well educated you are,
or how stupid yo_u are, or how powerful you are. You can't justify taking
any human being, one human being or a million human beings out here
-and for no reason, killing a person. How can you justify taking a human
life'? You can't do it. The only way maybe you could try to believe ir.
justification.. .lf you really believe in your heart someone was out to kill
. you.-.. I say save your own life, fight for your own life.
CRIER-What about the Indians?
Ludacka-The Indians should run their own affairs ...It says in the
constitution of the United States that theyre nothing but mean savages
who rape and kill women and kill people and kids. It says that right in the
constitution.
Moore-I don't believe that.
Ludacka-It sa~s on the Jefferson Memorial about when they freed the
slaves...We the people of the United States shall always be together and
after that it says, but we cannot put back what has already happened.
By that mean through the reconstruction period of the south in 1865,
when the KKK was formed by General Nathan Forrest and through the
people of the north and the south, the blacks got total control of the
south in 1865 and they were 99 percent illiterate and they were the only
people allowed to ·vote. They were all over and the KKK was formed andl
brought the white peole back up to what our south is today, if not, iL
would probably be an African jungle or something.
Moore-See, we're not trying to justify everything that the Knights of
the KKK has done in the past hundred years, we're not trying to justify
everything, cause like I said before, you get a large organization of any
people, I don't care who it is, any group of people. There's going to be at
some time, somebody in that group is going to mess up, they're going to
do something wrong, they're going to tell a lie, ... they're going to harass
somebody, they're going to be wrong and when they're wrong, they're
wong and they should be banished from the organization.
CRIER-Do you police your own organization'?
Moore-Yea, we do. Anytime anything is done wrong to anyone, against
the Klan or against any ·organization and we know it's wrong, that
person's membership is taken away from him, he is banished from the
Klan, he is never to be affiliated with the Klan again ...We don't play any
small-time games. We believe in what we are, we believe in what we're
doing. We believe it to the death.
CRIER-Does it try to make amends for what it's done'?

Moore-No,. ..they're skin is not white, their skin is yellow,. .. we're
against the Jews because of what they're doing to this country.
Especially politically and fina1icially. ' hey're causing the interest · lo
raise in this country, they are taking the jobs away from the white
people in this country, they are backing the NAACP (National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People).

Arnold-But they bought them from the Jew, first ...

CRIER-Then you're not so much against what Hitler did, correct'!

· CRIER-=Are you against the.r religio .

Ludacka-We see it as important, but it should still be separation of
races. So each race can perform at their own ability and integration,
what integration is doing to America is it's bringing the white student's
grade averages down. It's bringing it down to the blacks average. On
the way their bringing them in from the ghettos and the bad parts of
town. Blacks and whites are opposed to it.

Ludacka-But they'd buy them from black slave owners.

Ludacka-If you ever read the Bible...Jesus Christ himself was, didn't
say nothing about slavery. He said, he was walking through a slave
camp and he give a slave a glass of water and he drank it and he said I
wish all puritans had your faith, it says it right in the Bible and it says,
thou shalt give away his robe before he gives away his weapon. Gun
control is communism...take the guns away from the citizens of the
country, that way, when they do take the government over, they can't
revolution.

Moore-The Negro skull is an eighth inch thicker than a white man's
skull. Therefore, there is less area for the brain in a black man's skull
than in a white man's skull. Not saying that blacks an· any less smarter
that whites, we're just stating that's one way that there is a separation.

Moore-If possible, yes.
CRIER-You said you are a non-profit organization, who is supporting
you then'?
Ludacka-We support ourselves through our contacts with other
klansnien, through donations, through wills that people left behind...
CRIER-Does the national office give you money'?
Ludadcka-No, this is our own free will.
CRIER-You talk about separation of the races, in concrete terms, what
do )'.OU mean?
Ludacka-Well, they had a Crusader (the KKK newspaper) put out one
time, on the different skull shapes of the Caucasian race and t he Negro
race. The Caucasian race is more at an angle t han t he negro race was.

Ludacka-That's the way of the Bible. We believe in God and Bibles.
That's the way of Christian~ty, show respect to other people.
Moore-Another thing is, you can look back in all your medical records in
the past 50 years and farther back than that and a lar~e'amount, ~aybe
not even half, still a large amount, of blacks and whites and Chmese,
Mexicans and whatever, their mixed marriages with white people--they
have children. There is a large amount of mental problems. There is a
large amount of physical birth problems and it is due to the different
types of genes in the bodies of black people, red people, yellow people,
white people. It's not suppos~d to be mixed and it caused problems.
Ludacka-Black people get sickle-cell anemia, they're born with it.
Moore-Tell me how you would feel or how I would feel if you have a
black father and a white mother? You went to school and .. .let's say
you've .l(ot black splotches on your body or white splotches on your body
or you have kinky hair or you have a wide nose-you have the structure
of a black person and people know you are supposed to be black, you
think of what that child would go through in an all-white school.
Basically, think about what that person would go through in trying to be
with his own people.
Let's say he was meant to be white and all of a sudden he jumps up
here and he's black, he's got black splotches on him, or he looks half
Negro. Think of what that person has to go through. There's still a lot of
places, not only back east, that do not accept black people. I mean that
·it's wrong, because black people have a place on this earth. But not in
mixed marriages and not producing black and white children. Not
mentally and not physically.
On their own levels, which is no lower or no higher than white
people.Everybody on the face. of this earth, in rights, in giving and
taking and loving and sharing, should be equal, but there has to be a line
drawn somewhere, because if its not, well, there is not a line drawn, so
this is what we have, look at our country.
Ludacka-Look at our country, Iran, we've got the Russians, you've got,
for a closer example, the illegal aliens coming across from' Mexico. The
boat people for example, they get five thousand dollars when they enter
the country and they don't have to pay taxes for seven years. That's why
our taxes are phew! Cause we're paying for them. They draw the same
amount of money as I do, but I get taxes cut out. They're all driving
around in brand new Z-28's and all this stuff, new houses and they just
got here, they can't even speak English.
Moore-All you people being college students, basically, you folks are
the ones that worked, lived, cared for what you are getting right now,
your education. They're trying to make you what their idea of a person
is, something that you and they can be proud of. And you think in this
country right now, white people are getting all this taken away from
them and its happening slowly, but surely. But there is a storm coming
and people. I'm telling you, it's coming fast. You can't see it becausl'
you"re not sitting in the chair that Jim. or L.D. and me is sitting. You
haven't been to places where we have been, I doubt.
I can name some places, New York City, Chicago, parts of Virginia,
California, Seattle, Portland, where there are multi-million dollars
produced for housing for black people and Mexican people and they live
in their houses probably from 30 days to a year and when they leave, the
commodes are gone out of the house, the carpet's gone off the floor, the
paneling, the lighting fixtures, all the plumbing.
HUD is the housing I'm talking about. All those houses are stripped
and who else can go in there and live? There's nothing left for anybody.
Now, if these black people and Mexican people are such fine, upstanding
Americans, and they care so much about being equal and believing
e neryone's equal and believing that they are not discriminating
everyone, you just look at the masses of money that is payed out every

continued on page 12
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and all that Jazz •' ••

Group readies for Jazz Nite
' comprised of 20-40 musicians who · into preparing the music before · band. He takes personality, tone,
are working to maintain the fine it's even rehearsed as a group is phrasing, and emotional portrayal
Most people aren't aware that nationwide reputation of the : commonly referred to as pra~tice into consideration when listening
to a talent.
Central has three big jazz bands school. The hours of work that go room dues.
To watch Moawad rehearse the
These people are some of finest
musicians in the state. It is my band is truly an experience--he
intention to review all Bands at jumps around with his seemingly
By Rick Capeloto

·1········:.:··,···.:.

.

I·

Central, but doing one band at a · boundless energy telling the band
time will give me the opportunity what he wants and where.
to direct the proper attention that Moawad surely knows what he
each band deserves.
wants musically and is not only a
First, let's talk about the fine director, musician, and theordirector who is responsible for ist but is also just a great person to
auditioning all members as well as know and talk to.
choosing the music to be performThe band has many rules that
ed. His name is John Moawad and
I'd like to offer some history on surround the original obligation to
this man who is so necessary a play.

SLIDE-Members of the horn section add their style to the
Central sounds.
part of the jazz program at
Central.
Moawad has played percussion
for 38 years and joined the
musicians union in the 6th grade.
Bob Hope, Carmen McCrae, and
Lou Rawls are a few of the people
he's backed up. Moawad audition90 players and chose 21 for the

Any chair can be challenged by
any other player who thinks they
deserve that certain position. The
players battle it out, the members
all vote, and the outcome is simply
a majority decision. So, you can
see that once someone makes the
group it is not all sewn up, there
must be a dedication to play jazz.

Early fishing starts

Rod 'n' Reel Combo Special

$17.95
t/ Fishing

Licenses
t/ Bait/Hooks

t/ Rod

'n' Reels
t/ Dan Baily Flies

WILLIE 0TQANCr~
0porting Goods
506 N. Pine

925 -2200

Nicholson Pavilion

PRO SHOP

When you are up at Nicholson Pavillion playing
a little "Rat Ball" or just working out, stop in
and check out the PRO SHOP in the intramural
office. You'll find all kinds of sports equipment at reasonable prices located just outside
the gym entrance. Take it from the coach - he
knows a good thing when he sees one!
PRO SHOP HOURS:
Monday - Thursday
2PM - 10 PM
Fridays 2PM - 5PM & 7PM - 10PM
Saturday & Sunday
TPM- 5:30 PM

The players seem to enjoy the
band because it is a fun and
challenging way to become good
players. Dewey Marlor, who plays
baritione saxaphone in the band
says he came to study here
because he believes Moawad is the
best there is. Bruce Barbad plays
tenor sax and says the band is
composed of good players who are
dedicated to making their mark in
music.
This · jazz band is putting
together some fine music to be
played at Jazz Nite in Hertz
It
Auditorium on March 14.
promises to be a high energy
experience for all who attend.

!Calendar

]

Art
Bob Seng thesis show-February 23-29.
Brian Swanson thesis showMarch 3~7.
Gale McCall thesis show_:March
10-21.

Filins
2/28-King of Hearts, SUB
Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
3/1-Kelly's Heroes, Barto
Lounge-8 p.m.
3/2-Bicycle Thief, Hertz Hall7 p.m.
3/6-Fantastic Animation Festival, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
317-Thoroughly Modern Millie,
Ellensburg Public Library-6:30
p.m.
3/9-Bread and Chocolate,
Hertz Hall-7 p.m.
3/13-Is There Sex After
Death?, SUB Theatre-3, 7, 9:30, ·
midnight.
3/16-Chloe in the Afternoon,
Hertz Hall-7 p.m.

Music
3/4-Band Concert-8 p.m.,
Hertz Hall.
3/5-0rchestra Concert-8 p.m.,
Hertz Hall.
3/11-Central Series, Peter
Gries with Maria DeRungs-8
p.m., Hertz Hall.

•
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Nationals next for Central matmen
.The Wildcat -grapplers,
though low in numbers and ,
strength, tallied 60 1/z points and
placed third overall in a field of ten
•colleges at the District I and II
Tournament at Willamett University in Salem, Ore. last weekend.
An unbeaten Ronald Ellis (21-0),
~runnerup in the national tournament last year, took all the
marbles in the 126 pound class and
.is headed t~ another national
tourney again this year as he took
the title in his class after defeating
Pacific University's Randy Hubbard, 9-3.
Ellis will be flanked at nationals
by teamates C.D. Hoiness, at 142
and Tony Ledbetter at 158, who
• also took title honors in their
weight classes as well.
While still riding a wave of
emotion from his last second title
match win at the CWU tounament
the week before, a much-improved
Hoiness took the title match by
manhandling Genero Zmundio of
r.Southern dreg-on College in the
semi-finals, 13-1 and by shutting

out Oregon Tech's Bob Stroh, 4-0
in the title match.
Ledbetter bolstered his season
record to 19-5 by giving Pacific
Lutheran's Dave Ellison a 10-5 set
back in the finals after handing
Willamette's Kelly Hughes an 11-4
defe;,it in the semi-finals.
While Ledbetter, Hoiness and
Ellis won titles that will propel
them into the national tournament
on Mar. 6, Hoby Shelton gained a
runner-up berth at 150 pounds.
Shelton met Dave McKay· for the
sencond time in a week and again
showed the Simon Fraser product
his mat prowess as he defeated the
Canadian in the semi-final round,
3-2. However, Shelton came up
short in the finals as he was
pinned by Pacific's seasoned .
veteran, Red Risinger at the 3:45
mark.
Wildcats wh.o competed
at the district level were Rob
Lagerquist, Jeff Sevigny and Mike
Argo.
One win versus two losses wa.s
La~erquist's story but the scrappy
little 118 pounder showed a lot of

promise as he finished fouth ·
overall in his class.
Sevigny, a freshman who placed
third overall at 134, lost in the
semis to the eventual champion in
that class, Matt Mark, but not
before collecting two decision
victories in which Sevigny scored
22 points to his opponent's 10.
Another frosh standout, Argo
did not place in the tourney. but
won· a 9-2 decision before losing a
close match to Southern Oregon's
Jim Fitterer, 2-1.
Wildcat head coach Eric Beardsley wasn't on hand for his squad's
third place showing in Salem as he
was eyeballing the state's top
talent in Seattle at the State AAA
and A wrestling meet at Hee
Edmundson Pavilion, on the
University of Washington campus . .
And it was ironic that the
eventual state high school champion teams at both state levels i_n
Seattle and at the AA state meet
in Cheney were coached by former
Central alumni, each of whom
were directed on the mats at the

Pavilion in their college days by
coach Beardsley.
Ron Seibel of Moses Lake(state
AAA champ), Ray Blondin of
Sunnyside (AA champ) and Bill
Elliott of Cashmere (A champ)
were all at one time undrer the
direction of Beardsley at Central.
Moses Lake won it's fouth
consecutive title at state this year
while the AA and A champs each
were awarded their second consecutive state title.
This may be reason for Central
·mat fans to rejoice next year as
former alumni could play a
deciding factor in the routing of
this year's top high school
wrestlers towards the hallowed
halls of Nicholson Pavilion and
Central Washington University.
Those halls could become an
even more hallowed domain if this
year's grappl~rs, who are heading
for the NAIA national tournament
at Fort Hays, Kansas on March

There is a possibility that two
more Wildcats could make the trip
to Kansas with the foursome
alre·a dy going accourding to
Beardsley, but the decision will be
up to Beardsley and Athletic
Director, A. "Bink" Beamer.
"We are now ranked ninth in the
NAIA nationally, which is wher e
we ended up at the season's end
last year," stated Beardsley. The
Wildcat head mentor also believes
that "it's just about where we
should be ranked considering our
slow start this season."
The final standings in the
District I and II tournament were
as follows: Pacific University 87,
Southern Oregon College, 76 1/2;
Central, 60 1/2; Simon Fraser, 3G;
Willamett, 29; PLU, 23 112; Oregon
Tech., 16; N.W. Nazarene, 8 1/2;
Eastern Oregon, 1; and Western
Washington University, 1.

6-8 ..

Football players and townspeople LIDE.RTYTheatre
In search of
to shOw basketball ability Morch 5 Historic
Jesus

'Basketball and Central go hand
in hand, but when the &inhawks
meet Central and local townspeople on Mar. 5, these two teams
.vill present basketball in a fashion
never known to man.
Steve August, Dave Brown, Ron
Coder, Dan Doornik, Sam McCulm and Sherman Smith are six of
the Seattle Seahawks, who have
taken off their cleats . and donned
bask~tball shoes to play basketball
or the Rainhawks. ·
The Rainhawks are sponsored
by Ranier Bank and are made up of
players from · the Seattle Sea~awks. The team · serves as a
public relations program for
Ranier Bank, to get people in the
, ommunity involved in local
activities. The Rainhawks are
co-sponsored in their Central
appearance by the Salvation
Army, the ASC and KXLE.
- Oppositoin for the Rainhawks
will come from the likes of Dean
Nicholson, Gordy Brokman,
eorge Bender (owner of the
· Horseshoe Tavern), Doug Reem
(manager of Community Savings),
Ken Briggs (Health professor),
ick Meier (assistant dean of
students), and a special appearance by professor Roscoe Seaman.
Proceeds will benefit the victims
the Webster Hotel fire. Just an

open 6:45
925-9511

9

example of how the Rainhawks aid acitvities.
the community.
Tickets are on sale and may be
"We are not only trying to put purchased at the SUB Information
on entertainment for the commun- booth. Student tickets are $1 and .
ity, for it will be the comm4nity adult tickets are $3, one may also
who will benefit," said John get tickets at the door.
Drinkwater, director of student
.-.-.-----..

-0

·
Entertainment

~~~AGE;ob .
TACO

_8

Excellent sandwiches,
pizzas & ,Mexkan food.

"G:
~
1

Sun.,
Mon., &
Tue.
March
2-3-4

STARTS WEDNESDAY March 5th
· "Going In. Style" & •'Golden Girl"

Fri. & Sat. 7 p.m.
Amethyst Galleon
. original music
guitar, flute & vocals

~ BRNfX) IUIRTOOWl ~StfiN .~IOV

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.-9:00p.m.
Fri.-Sat. .S:OOa.m.-10:30p.m.

FR&RC RmST MllERT tWl. stlil oornJ4S lNRt' FSBR£.,. ~ KMR

,..... • Dilmf•AWCS<XfPCl.A

925-3939

111

w. 4th

I

I

"Our business is

Every Sunday

going places"

1r

·434 North Spragl:'e
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

I

I

Spaghetti 1
1
Dinner 1
all you can eat

$21

l___________...;._?._~-~-i~~~~·-~·~r:~~~
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Wildcats play host, nat'ls at stake
Tonight, Central's ninth-ranked marked the sixth straight year
varsity basketball team will play that Coach Dean Nicholson has
host to Whitworth College as the won 20 or more games, and if the
NAIA District I playoffs. Central Cats capture the District title, it
will be bidding for it's seventh will be Nicholson's 15th trip to the
consecutive district title and a Nationals.
"We're gonna beat everybody,"
berth in the District I National
Tournament to be held Mar. 10-15 said senior, Ray Orange,"there is
in Kansas City, :Missouri. ·
no stopping us, we're going to thf.
·
· Central is the favorite going into top.•"
tonight's action to · take .the
Three consecutive wins cata- 1 ·
·District title. The ,Cats finished pulted the Cats into to~ight's
their regular season play with a ~a:me. ·Saturday night, in the final
22-5 win-loss record . . This season regular season game, Central

·' ·
DANS'MIN.O lTA

a

·Get Ready for.Spring

35mm came·ra-fro'rri DAN'S
> • ·-

:·~-

•

... .,

,: Minolta .j(os :..
=

.

·

··

•

•··

. •

·

...

••

•.·

muJtimod~ ."aut~matic · :so · frini:· F · L4 t~ns ·
List Price,'$'642°

-/v\inolta ·x G l

0

Dan's , Price

· - fully automatic 50
·ust Price.·$498°

0

$450°

$375°0

Minolta lenses also available! ·
I

0

mm ~ F 1.4 lens ,

Don;s. Pt:"ice

l

"In the first half, we weren't •
playing our game with consistency, but we got our momentum
and played better offense and
defense," said DJ.
•
The Wildcats pulled away in the
second half and coasted to victory.
The Cats converted 55 percent of
·their shots, 34-62, while Western •
shot a . dismal .38 percent, 28-61.
Central was just as effective on
the boards, out-grabbing the · .
Vikin.gs 45--30.
."

Central's soccer club will send Sunday morq.ings when it's first . players (if tt~e courts are full).
· two teams to next week's come, first serve in the.fieldhouse. . · "We don't ·expect any special
·six-a-side indoor invitational tour- That amounts to about three hours privileges; yet I didn't .think a
nament, hosted by Washington a week, not really adequate tiine shor~ period one night'a week was
State University, March 7, 8, 9.
to ., be well prepared for ~he too demanding," said the coach . .
Sixteen of the top tea~s from the tourney," stated Hutavatchra. ,
Sincethe .tea:ms they'll be facing
' Northwest· will compete . in the
The coach asked for .one tlig~t are include~ : in . a varsity soccer
single elimination a~ir!
during .t he week, fOr~ t'l/a~.2 hoUr· progra'm . at . their respective •
,<:;oach •Chuck Hutavaichra .in- tilne period in the fieldhouse, but. schools; they've probably · had
.' dfoated he will balance out the '· was turned ,down by recreation much more practice ' tim~ than
talent · between the squads and . director Mike ·McCl9ud. · During ' Central. · · But . Hutav~tchra .will
. ·. ·believes thiS sho1Jld give Central a this time the majorittof the space make .no excuses. ; "If. we win, we
' . be~ter chance . of. w'i nnin_g the is taken up .by recreatiOnal tennis' . win: if we lose~ we gave it .our be~t
. tournament. . "We .bave<enougb · . players, .involving . a total '<>f ·siX. shot!' · .· ; <' . • :.
. .
.·depth. so th~t if one .of our· squads · ·
· ' -·
·· ·

·" PLUS

.t -·~.

,

m

with a fractured foot, he suffered
in a tournament hosted by Oregon
Tech.
'
"Joe will definitely help the
team, he intimidates because of his
size, scores, and grabs rebounds,"
DJ said.
Tom Taylor commented, "The
return of Joe is just added spice to
the dish.'' ·
.
Centrai fell behind by one point ·
in the first half, but came back ·to
take an eight point. lead at
intermission, 41-33.

Soccer club to kick it in tourney

\ '. PHOTO

with a :

embarrassed host, W~stern Washington University with an 83-66
win.
Orange poured in a season high
27 points to pace the Cats, hitting
on 11-15 shots and sinking five free
throws. Dennis Johnson added 14
points ·to aid' the winners.
The game also ·m~_rlted .the
return to action of 6'7" senior
forward J ow Holmes. Holmes
ca~ned 17 points
a little over 15
minutes of playng tiiue: · Holmes
had been sidelmed since December

.

.-:"· r:!:~::o~:!~~f!~yo~::~·,O~!~~ .·~en. '.~-; c
. ·...
·. shQ.uld make .it Jo the firials."
Keep in ~ind that each squad

No~'::! ~n~ta~~!':e~'::i~~~

ship team of 1979 (since each
squad consists of five players plus
·. one goalie).
Central will, however, be
without the services · of star
mid7fielder Bernie Holland, who
will be attending a Special Ed.
conference in Eugene.
"We'll
certainly miss Bernie, but I'm sure
the other players will work just .
that much harder," said the coach.
· The teams have been · working
out since mid-January, with
limited time in.NichQlson Pavilion.
"We practice on Saturday and

quali•fy
.

.·

ri._. .
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··. ·.
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by Kirk Findliay
G~ntal swimmers captured sixth
place in last weekend's NOR-PAC
Invitational meet,. held at · the
University of Washington, in
which three additional swimmers
qualified for Nationals.

Newcomers i~clude freshmen
Jeff Osburn and Bob Kenriedy and
junior Jum Schmahl, bringing the
total number of swimmers qualified to ten. Most of the previously
qualified swimmers turned in their
fastest times of the year, indica~
ting the team should be prepared
for the National meet,: to be held
this · year in White Water,
Wisconsin, March 6, 7 and 8.
The Wildcats came out on top of
Simon Frasier, defending NAIA
National Champtions, 577-573. "I
was pleased with our performance

~·

and· the victory ove.r Simon _
. Frasier, but if Pacific Lutheran .
Uni~ersity would have participated, ·things many have been a
little different," coach Bob Gregson stated. "However, anytime
you defeat a powerhouse school
like that, it's an accomplishment to
be ·,proud of," he added.
. Last year~ the Wildcats finished
sixth, and .are ctirrently rated at ·
that spot in the nation. "I expect • ·
we could finish fourth or fifth if we
swim exceptionally well," Gregson
said.

•

The eight other swimmers that
will go to the National meet are,
seniors, Roger Coburn, Jon Forbes
and Scott · Shake; junior, Brian
Magnison; sophomores, Tom Dunning · and Kirk ·Fletcher and
freshman standout, Jeff Walker.
Qood luck swimmers!

WAll~~Lr
~<DC9Lr00

1901 N. Walnut Circl~ 925-2725

We are in existence in order
to help meet the hous·ing needs
of this community.
;
e Furnished units - bachelor, one
and two bedroom
• Interest on depo~it~ -_ .. ··,,. . ·,;
• Heated swimming .-pop~
'.F
• Courteous and efficient _
management
,. , '' ',
• Convenient laundry fa·c ilides
incl~ding dry cleaning ·
nia~Lines · . ·
..,-,; ...
• , .Convenient
location" . :\.;·~'.-..
, : _·. 9 Excellent playground
1.•

~

.
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Park, Crater Lake, Oregon.
March·4-Camp Fire of Tacoma,
Washington.
March 6-Hidden Valley Camp,
Granite Falls, Washington.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
ON CAMPUS
The following schools will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
March 5-Lake Washington
School District, Kirkland, Wash·
ington. Elementary/secondary.
March 13-Snohomish School
District 201, Snohomish, Washington. ElementaryI secondary.
March 13-.S. Kitsap School
District, Port Orchard, Washington. Two group meetings-Black
Hall, Room 109, 1:30 & 3:30. No
advance sign-up.
April 7-Renton School District,
Renton, Washington.
Gifted
program; ind. arts, foreign lang.,
bus. ed., math-all levels, elem.
music, spec. ed, reading spec.elem./sec., alternate ed . . w/heh.
disturbed.
April 10-Moses Lake School
District, Moses Lake, Washington. Elementary: ·K-6 & music.
Seconday: 7-12-soc. studies,
eng., wood shop. Bilingual: K-3.
ESL-Bil Specialists/K-6 & 7-12.
April 10-Puyallup School District, Puyallup, Washington.
Elementary/secondary.
May 1-Shoreline School District, Seattle, Washington. Elementary: 1-6 . (no kindg.}, spec.
ed.-LD. Secondary: bus. ed.,
ind. arts, math, chem., physics.
May 19-Northshore School
District, Bothell, Washington.
Group meeting-complete coll. int.
form. Requires advance sign-up.
Should you have any questions,
please do check with Career
Planning & Placement. Center.
The types of majors needed may
change after a posting on any of
the above.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
Several organizations will be on
campus to interview students for
summer jobs.
Students are
·requested to come to the Student
Employment Office as soon as
possible to pick up application
forms and sign up for an interview,
located in Barge Hall, Room 205.
Feb. 28-C.Y.O. (Catholic Youth
·Organization), Seattle, Washington.
Feb. 28-Camp Easter Seal,
Vaughn Bay, Washington.
Feb. 29-0regon Caves Resort,
Grants Pass, Oregon.
Feb. 29-Crater Lake National

JOB LISTINGS
-central students, on campus and
still seeking a position, should
check the job listings at the Career
Planning & Placement Center,
Barge Hall, Room 105.

RIVER FLOAT
Outdoor Programs is presenting
a Yakima river float Sunday,
March 9. We will float the river
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The cost is
$4 and pre-registration is required
in the games room by Thursday,
March 6. Bring warm clothes and
food.
MARCH GRADS
MAILING LIST

· already registered with the
Placement Center, and will be
leaving Ellensburg, should come in
and complete the mailing card in
order to be notified of positions.
Incidentally, if you have already
accepted a position, please let us
know the details.
SUMMER FINANCIAL AID

Applications for summer quarter financial aid may be picked up
March graduates who have from March 10 to April 11 in the

Office of Financial Counseling and
Aid, Barge, 209. To
qualify for · aid applicants must
have been enrolled spring quarter,
1980, at Central.

Finan~ial

arreba1r

·r
i

Fore.jn

I

REASONABLE RATE

Dome5ti~

f2.5-'f1'12.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested candidates. ·
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
March 3-4-U.S. Navy, Officer
Information Team, Taneum Room,
SUB.
.
March 6-Washington Water
Power, Spokane, Washington.
Accounting majors.
March 6-U.S. Air Force, Officer Recruitment Team, Kach·esse Room, SUB.
. March 13-K-Mart Corp.,
.Covina California, department
store manager pQsitions.

BUSINESS AND . FINANCE MAJORS
.~.

1

With graduation getting so near and your last supply and deihand curve
almost behind you, we would .like t~ take 30 seconds o_t. your · time ~ and
have you thing about us and your future. We're looking for individuals
who can work ·ori -their own and assume responsibility right from the start. ·
We need people who can specialize in transportation, inyentory control,
supply logistics, disbursing; ano mo~t ·importantly mangement. Rapid
advancement, commensurate salary and reloca:tfon are all-part o1 our plan.
If you're interested: -drop by the Placement Center March ·a-:4 and talk
with Nayy __9fficer Placem~nt Representative. Appointment . preter·recI, but ·
not required .

She was married at 13.
She had four kids
by the time she was 20.
She's been hungry and poor.
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star
because it was the only way·
she knew to survive·~

..•·•··••···••••···•·•··•·······•·•.
.

.

....

.:

Al Stevens
925-4176
V(!ar after year. semester
Iafterscmester, the
CollegcMaster ·from
Fidelit\· Union Life has
been tlie most accepted,
most popular plan on
:.
campuses all over America. •
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster'
Field Associate
in your area:

· ~

ca~~-

: ...•.............. :.. ~ .•....... :

SISSY SPACEK TOMMY LEE JONES
«COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER"
also starring BEVERLY D~GELO LEVON HELM Screenplay by TOM RICKMAN
Based on the Autobiography by LORETTA LYNN with GEORGE VECSEY
Executive Producer BOB LARSON Produced by BERNARD SCHWARTZ
Direct.eel by MICHAEL APTED A BERNARD SCHWARTZ Production A UNIVERSAL PICTURE ~

jPGl PAREITAl.GUllMCUlJGGESTEO 41» 11 Original Soundtrack On MCA Records andTapes. j I NowaW!r!lt'rHt•1k.J 'Dl!!MOUNIVEHSALCITY STUI>ll)..'UNC..Al.I. Hf<;HTS HJo:srnvrn
. - I M l t. . . 111&\'MOT•-..a.!'Oll~.

Opening March 7 at a theatre near you
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Ku
Klux ,
Klan

year for those people to have thos low housing development projects and
they go in and ~hen theJeave, there's nothing for anybody. So all they
can dQ, is bring a wrecking crew in and tear them down ...

CRIER-Are there any around here?

Moore-I'll tell you what's going to happen. I believe this without a
doubt in my mind. There's coming a time soon in this country, and I'm
talking about in the next five years. A white woman will not be able to
·walk the streets of Ellensburg, Washington without being brutally
beaten and raped by black people or Mexican people or Chinese people or
Communist people that don't even realize they're white and have taken
up with all these people who destroy thier own heritage. It's coming.

Moore-Sure.

Moore-As far as we know, there's not. But we can't be sure of that. But
that's what we're checking on right now, we're trying to find out ... There
CRIER-What do you mean by the storm?
may be some other group here. They may be some group that has calling
cards. If I was going to go out for an all out campaign to destroy an
Moore-The storm. White people are going under in this country.
organization, I would get hold of a calling card, I would have the calling
cards printed... There's a lot of access to cop_y machines in this university
Ludacka-They are putting us as third class citizens in this country Whoever is doing this definitely, in my belief, lives on campus.
through discrimination.
CRIER-After you organize here, do you plan on moving on'!
CRIER- What do you nean specifically by the storm?
Moore-I'm sure we will, there always will be a den commander here in
Ludacka-White people are _going to wake up sooner or later through this area.
reverse discrimination on jobs, violence ... the last time they put out the
FBI crime rate, the black crime rate in the black communities was the CRIER-you mention Christianity in your basic beliefs of the Klan, do
highest crime rate.
. you all profess to be Chrisitans?

That's why .that when the black people here on campus at Central ... get
freaked out because some idiot, some fool, some stupid-minded, ju~t
some nobody is stupid enough to go out and try to put a scare into people
and use the Knights of the KKK and put letters of people's doors and
threatening thing like this ... all we'd have to do is snap our finger and
you'd be gone, it's simple, that's all we'd have to do.
Ludacka-The Klan wouldn't bring itself down to that level.
Moore-No, we're not that stupid. We are a group of white people t.hat
believe _when you snap your fingers, its snapping your finger that come.s
to mind, not a pistol or not a knife ... no, we don't believe that...! want. you
to express to .the people of this campus that Garnett. W. Moore, L.U.
Arnold and Jim Ludacka, we have nothing against any race of people,
group of people here and any of the members in my den or any den in t.he
surrounding area. We don't. have any plans, and never had any plans to
discriminate against., t.o physically hurt, mentally hurt. any whit.e women,
black woman, black man ... any color or creed of people ... We don't know
who is doing the writing, we're checking on it...See. we intend to put
some people behind bars for this if we find one loophole where anybody
is doing this, if we just find one spic of evidence, there's going to be
problems.
-

CRIER-Church goers?
Moore-No. There's a differnce between church goers. Jesus Christ and
God and the Holy Spirit in my belief, all three's the same
deal...Christianity has no part of a church ... Christianity, in my opinion is
a unification and a purification and the uniting of a group of people
within each other in God's name. Every ritual we go through, we have a
chaplain who prays over everything...
Arnold-We don't discriminate other religions.
Moore-Catholics are welcome, Mormons, we have Mormons in the Klan.
We don't. discriminate against. anybody ... I'm not. against. the blacks. I
want. to see them prosper just like I want to see the white race prosper. I
don't want. t.o see anybody go without.
Arnold-But they're

g~>ing

about it the wrong way ...

Moore-That's right. You go cry discrimination and sec if somebody
list ens to you. But. the blacks have been depending on discriminal ion so
long when they cry ... the government list.ens. And who do they ('onsisl
oi'! A ft•w whit.e people, Jewish people,a lot. of communist. people. Thcrc'.s
a lot of communists int.his country. People don't want l.o believe lhal,
I hey want. t 0 believe this is a true free America, bul ii 's nol.~.Anol her
I hing, you'll be seeing as (1ur rallies progress -in this area. You wilf .scl·
probably a lot. of communisl violence.

CRIER-Against t.he Klan?
Ludacka-There's as many KKK's as there is Christian denominations of
Moore-That's right.. You will see it. You'll see who st.arts all I his, you'll
the church.
see who comes out with all this stuff. It's going t.o be t.nc communist, it's
Moore-It doesn't have anything t.o do with the Knights of tht:> KKK. It not going to bet he Klan. We're going to be up on t.ht· plat form speaking
and you're g(1ing t.o see some comunist s st.art. throwing rocks or chant ilig
isn't. an offspring.
"J)ealh to the Klan, I>eat.h to the Klan." You're going lo sec..· all this.
~udacka-Somebody that I.bought of t.he KKK and started it. on their you'n• going Io see them flying their communist. flags, you'n• going 1 u set.·
it.
'

925-1111

5:00 PrM.

925-2222

2:00 A.M. DAILY

Is school causing you stress?!!?
Do you need some time to unwind?
Take a ·hreakaway from this mess,
And relax your overburdened mind.
Eng~ish

is just too confuzing,
And Psych is a strain on the brain.

SWEEP~TAKES
Terri
Eric
Lisa
Dawn
Linda
Terri
Curt
George
Paul
Art
Mike
Roger

History of Jazz may he amuzing,
But business will drive you insane.
WINNERS
190056

;J0785
:10848

30788
190695
30~92

32503
190191
30790
30752
190612
30957

So, take a break from the afternoon ,toke,
Pizza Mia is located so near.
Come join us for a grinder and coke,
or a pizza with a pitcher of Beer.

SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS
Kelly
Fred
Susan
Randy
Jackie
Ray
Steve
Nan
Bob
Don
Ken
Curt
Leslie

32551
190689
190541
190550
190613
32701
30916
190698
30979
30850
190507
190171
190697

